Women at Play are at it again with 'Still Talking to Glass'

Women at Play, a theatrical group whose creativity finds roots at Ohio State, will hold its next production, Still Talking to Glass, May 10-19. The original drama takes the audience into a world of glass sculptures and salon mirrors, providing a reflective journey into the inner recesses of the self.

Women at Play members include writers Katherine Burkman, professor emeritus of English; Molly Davis, Office of Academic Affairs; Carol Dietrich, a former student; Martha Sims Lovely, lecturer for English; Cecily O’Neill, associate professor of education and theatre; and Cathy Ryan, lecturer for accounting. Performers include James Battersby, professor emeritus of English; Alice Mooney, graduate student in education; William Dancy, associate professor of anthropology; and Ryan Forsythe, a senior from Columbus. Andrew Rogers, who is a former student, and Daniel Rogers have written several new musical pieces.

Saturday performances will include food art by Michael’s Finest Market, and Sunday’s show will be followed with a panel discussion on glass art and beauty specialists.

Productions are 8 p.m. May 10, 11, 17 and 18; and 2 p.m. May 12 and 19 at the Davis Discovery Center’s Van Fleet Theatre, 549 Franklin Ave. Tickets are $10; $8 for seniors and $5 for students.

For more information or to reserve tickets, call 457-6580 or write to Women at Play, P.O. Box 3062, Columbus 43210-2062.